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 Can anyone help me with this problem..? A: There's no way you can buy the Wondershare Filmora. Your options are: Get a
refund. They sometimes offer a refund for unused merchandise. Get it used. eBay, Amazon, etc. can probably provide you with

a better deal for it. Re-sub to Wondershare. You'll have to tell them that you originally subbed to them but want to buy it. I
recommend getting a refund, if that's an option. Q: Create an object in php with 2 dependencies I need to create a class like this:
class myClass { public $logger; public $repository; } What I really need is: $myClass = new myClass(); $myClass->logger = new

logLogger(); $myClass->repository = new Repository(); How can I accomplish that in php? I can't do it the way that I'm
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currently trying because that doesn't work. There's no way to do it in PHP5. In fact, there's no way to do it in PHP. PHP has the
concept of "late binding". You can use this to instantiate objects that aren't known until runtime. You can also create an instance

of one object and pass it to the constructor of another. // Create a new "myClass" object // Create an object of type "Logger"
and assign it to $myClass's "logger" property $myClass->logger = new Logger(); // Create an object of type "Repository" and

assign it to $myClass's "repository" property I'm not sure if you're familiar with this concept, or why it would be helpful to you
in your current situation. When you create the class, you specify the type of object that it expects as a parameter to its

constructor. public function __construct(Logger $logger, Repository $repository) 82157476af
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